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Abstract 
Our goal for the project was to learn more about arduinos, circuitry, and woodworking in 

one design. This project included creating a bluetooth and auxiliary speaker with a hardwood 
speakerbox. Once complete, the speaker succeeded in amplifying sound nicely using mosfets 
with a 20 V input and a fluctuating current of 2.3 -2.8 amps per mosfet.  
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Motivation  
The objective of our project is to build a bluetooth and auxiliary speaker with volume 

adjustment. In addition, we wanted to learn the basics of woodworking by layering wood, how to 
code an arduino with a bluetooth module, how to amplify a small input frequency using a mosfet, 
and how to filter the input sound frequency using capacitors and resistors. We got the idea to 
build a speaker because we knew we wanted to work with circuitry and woodworking and this 
project perfectly combines both of these aspects [1]. 

The concept of amplifying sound is interesting to explore because there are many ways to 
create a working amplification circuit, and this gives a lot of room for exploration when it comes 
to building our circuit. We tried working with PNP transistors, Op-amps, and Mosfets to find the 
best amplification system and decided to move forward with Mosfets because they were able to 
handle high amounts of current and similar to PNP and NPN transistors, making them effective 
and ideal. In addition to the amplification aspect of the circuit, there are also many combinations 
of capacitors and resistors to work with in order to obtain the ideally clear output sound. 
Furthermore, it was interesting to learn about the art of woodworking and gain hands-on 
experience with building a speakerbox for our circuitry.  
 
History 

The loudspeaker is a term used to describe a type of driver (now referred to as either a 
mid-range, bass, or tweeter) that converts electrical audio signals into the corresponding sound. 
However, prior to the advanced electrical engineering knowledge that many have today in 1820, 
the simple “horn design” was used with a cone-shape top and a needle that vibrates from the 
groves in a record (see figure 1). In other words, the sound waves that are directed into the 
diaphragm make the needle vibrate and the top plays back those vibrations, or sound frequencies. 
The horn then amplifies the sound by transforming the soundwaves to be more compatible with 
the less dense air compared to the denser space next to the speaker’s diaphragm.  
 

Figure 1: 1800s Amplification Horn[9] 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Now, the modern loudspeakers are known as “modern electrodynamic speakers” which 
mainly started in the 1920s (see figure 2). Coils within the speaker are surrounded by a magnets 
and, therefore, the electrons move due to the field created. As the pulses of electrons move 
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through the coil, the direction of the magnetic field changes rapidly, meaning the magnet is 
vibrating back and forth.  

Figure 2: The First Successful Modern Loudspeaker [2] 

 
 

 
This type of speaker used triode vacuum tubes prior to the discovery of mosfets for 
amplification. The vacuum tubes work by controlling electron flow in a vacuum container with 
an applied voltage. The tube contains a grid which acts as a gate to the electrons, and can 
therefore control the current flow which results in amplification. Interestingly, many people still 
chose to use speakers with vacuum tubes as amplifiers because they believe it provides a warmer 
sound. Since the electromagnet is attached to the flexible cone, it amplifies these vibrations of 
sound like music to one’s ear. [2] (see figure 3).  
 

Figure 3: Electrodynamic Speaker [10] 

 
 
 

Beginning  in the 1960s, speakers became more mobile as portable record players and 
cassette tapes became more accessible and boomboxes were developed in the 70s. With the 
invention of bluetooth in 1997 [3], many speakers transitioned to being wireless [4]. Instead of 
being connected with a chord, the device’s frequency is sent to a bluetooth module that transmit 
the signal into the appropriate input of the circuity [5]. Today bluetooth speakers are the most 
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widely used sound-amplifiers due to their usability and appeal. But how did speakers get so 
much smaller? First, many realized that one could make a smaller speaker that still creates a 
quality sound with only using mid-range speakers because the subwoofer (bass) and tweeter 
(treble) components aren’t necessarily needed to blast music at a casual pool party or small 
gathering. Yet, there is also a way to obtain the lower frequencies with using a vent system 
instead of a magnet in order to minimize space and try to enhance sound quality. Like the porter 
loudspeaker, the passive method relies on the movement of the surrounding air and uses the 
sound otherwise trapped in the speaker to create deeper pitches [6] (see figure 4). Furthermore, 
the amplification method mentioned previously (op amp, transistor, etc.) are accessible at much 
smaller sizes now than ever before; one just needs to understand how much current is passing 
through the mechanism and choose wisely. And, now home-audio systems have adapted to 
control and work with many mechanical systems in one’s house such as, the tv, surround sound 
music, and online operations (for example, siri) [7]. What was once a huge horn or odd looking 
wooden box, is now something almost every modern household owns and operates.  

 
 

Figure 4: The Passive Radiator System in Bluetooth Speakers [6] 

 
 
 
 
Theory of Operation 
 
Sound: 

It is important to understand the physics behind sound in order to understand how 
amplification in a speaker works. The frequency of sound corresponds to the the sound wave 
characteristics ( ), and additional modifications such as, bass and treble. Intensity isv/λf =   
generally referred to as loudness. The audible range for humans of frequency is 20-20,000 Hz; in 
other words, what one hears is the vibrating frequency that is being produced. The bass in a song 
is the low audible frequencies, while the treble in a song is the high audible frequencies.  

 
Mosfets: 

In the end, mosfets were concluded to be the best form of amplifier. Mosfets can be used 
in many orientations, but having a basic understanding was important for the circuitry. Mosfets 
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and transistors are not identical, but they are similar because they both involve using a voltage 
difference and act as a switch for current by using a p-type or n-type layers. Within these 
differences, the transistor is used for low-current applications and mosfets are used for high 
power functions. However, transistors are made from bipolar junctions and mosfets are metal 
oxide semiconductors (see figure 3). Therefore, one can think of a transistor as something that 
sucks current from the collector to the base and a mosfet as something that creates a channel that 
allows current by applying a voltage on the gate terminal. The channel is controlled by the gate 
potential. Therefore, by controlling the voltages around the gate of the mosfet with resistors and 
capacitors Mosfets create a linear amplification in order to increase the clarity of the sound [8].  

Biasing, the process of obtaining an appropriate current a certain voltage by setting up an 
operating point, is crucial to enhancing sound quality. As the graph shown below, this quiescent 
point is halfway between the supply voltage (VDD) and VTH (see figure 4). Therefore, in order to 
obtain an accurate output, there needs to be specific values for the current going to the drain 
source (ID) and a certain gate-source voltage (VGS) (see figure 4). For example, as VGS increases, 
the biasing point would move up the curve and allows for a large ID to flow.  
 
Possible Methods to Find Q-point: 

ID = k(VGS - VTH)^2 
VGS = VDD (R2/R1 + R2) 

 
Assume the VTH is 3.5 V and the VDD is +20 V. Then the bias point would be (20 V - 3.5 V)/2 = 
approximately 8 V [9].  
 

Figure 3: The Inside of a Mosfet [14] 
This diagram below helps illustrate how the p-type and n-type substrate and channel are 

configured, helping differentiate from the transistor’s layout and understanding their roles.  

 
 

Figure 4: Finding the Q-point [9]  
This figure below is a graph of the frequency vs. VGS graph, highlighting that the Q-point 

is found by altering the ID and VGS. Additionally the diagram to the right is illustrating how many 
different “types” of voltages their are in a circuit with a mosfet. 
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Design 

As shown in the CAD drawing below, the speakerbox design is segmented based off of 
the volume needs of each type of speaker. The dimensions of the sections for the mid range 
speakers and subwoofer were calculated based off their specific compliance volume needs. Both 
mid ranges face forward while the subwoofer faces down in order to optimize resonance and 
bass resonance. The speakerbox was made by gluing and sanding different types of hardwood 
segments together. A 54” x 11” plank of wood was created and then cut into smaller segments to 
create the outside components of the speakerbox. The outside components were joined using 
biscuits which ensured a strong speakerbox. The speakerbox was then sanded down and 
completed with wood finish. The inner segments were created using a cheaper plywood in order 
to improve the acoustics. The resulting design was a 18” x 8” x 11” speakerbox with an 
aesthetically pleasing wooden design. The front face of the speaker has a gate.  
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Final Circuitry: 
The schematic drawing below shows the current first moving through the capacitor (used 

to clean the sound and remove certain frequencies). Then, as explained in the theory section of 
the paper, the resistor is used to control the ID. As the current moves through the mosfet, the 
frequency of sound is amplified and sent to the speaker. Additionally, the speaker is also 
connected to the power source because it allows for the electromagnet and magnetic field due to 
project the sound (further explained in history section). In order to help the mosfets from heating 
up too much, we added more in series and used thermal tape to connect heat sinks to the mosfets. 
Furthermore, a protoboard was laser printed to accomodate all 18 mosfets.  

 
 

Figure 6: The Schematic of Amplifier 
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Filters: 

Since a subwoofer (low frequency amplifying systems) and midranges are used, filters 
that filter the incoming frequencies for the specific system (i.e. low frequencies to subwoofer and 
the rest to midrange) were needed. As show below in figure 7, the low-pass filter works because 
the resistor is placed in the signal’s path and the capacitor is placed in the path to the ground. 
Therefore, since the capacitance offers a low resistance to the high frequencies, the high 
frequencies go to ground and the low frequencies are “allowed” through (shown as I) [15].  

In order to check if the passive filter was working correctly, the oscilloscope was used to 
see the difference between the output frequency with and without the filter. If the passive filter 
was working well enough, the output from the filter (green) should be smaller than the output 
frequency without a filter (yellow). We decided to use only one set of the filter instead of many 
in parallel because we found that too many didn’t allow for enough frequencies to pass to the 
subwoofer.  
 

Figure 7: Schematic of Low Passive Filter 
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Figure 8: Passive Filter Graph 
 

 
 

Bluetooth: 
As well as the amplification of various frequencies, bluetooth was implemented as a 

second option for the user. The schematic below (see figure 8) shows the hardware of the 
bluetooth jamboree connected to the arduino so the user can easily use bluetooth by powering the 
arduino. The code that enables this process has been written and allows for the user to 
manipulate sound and song choice (see appendix 1).  
 

Figure 8: Schematic: Purple Jamboree Hardware 
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User’s Experience:  

The speaker’s user is able to choose between bluetooth and an auxiliary cord for inputting 
sound. Once the input feed is established, the sound will travel to the both the passive low and 
high filters, which will determine if the sound should go to the subwoofer or midrange. This is 
done by connecting resistors and capacitors in series.  
 
 
Results 
 
Overall: 

A series of measurements were taken to determine the functionality of the speaker. 
Firstly, a voltmeter from the amplifying circuit to the output of the mosfet was used to measure 
how many amps are going through each mosfet in order to ensure that all are being used equally 
and effectively. During each song, the current fluctuated between 2.3 and 2.8 amps for all 
mosfets. This is useful information because the mosfets can only handle so much and we wanted 
to make sure that every mosfet in parallel was being used effectively, instead of the “work load” 
being put on only one mosfet. 
 
Gain vs. Frequency: 

The audible range of sound is 20 - 20,000 Hz. One of the goals of the project was to 
make sure that the bass and treble frequencies were also being amplified, which was tested by 
using a frequency generator. The oscilloscope showed that there was a lower gain within bass 
and treble sections and a consistent gain in the frequencies between. Therefore, the current 
circuitry is working well because it follows the graph in Figure 2.  
 

Figure 1: Frequencies of Sound [12] 

 
 
 

Figure 2: Gain vs. Frequency 
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Frequency (Hz) Vp’ Vp Gain (Vp’ / Vp) 

2 .015 .015 1.000 

20 .046 .024 1.917 

100 .284 .023 12.348 

200 .676 .034 19.883 

500 1.485 .125 11.880 

700 .0672 .062 1.084 

 
Anything below 20 or above 1000 Hz was not recognizable by the sounds pressure measurement 
device because a subwoofer was used for this experiment. However, the mid range speakers have 
a similar effect and it is still helpful to notice that it follows the basic trend that is suspected in a 
gain vs. frequency graph. Overall, the circuit works well because it magnifies the frequency that 
it is supposed to for each specific speaker.  
 
Conclusion 

The process of building the bluetooth speaker went extremely smoothly. The key to 
optimizing the speaker’s sound was trying multiple combinations of resistors and capacitors to 
filter the high and low frequencies as well as mosfets for sound amplification. The circuit works 
very well to remove static and create a clear signal of the input frequency. The design process of 
the speakerbox went less smoothly as there were a lot of details that needed to be planned in 
order to allow for the needed compliance volumes while also creating an aesthetically pleasing 
design. Our lack of experience in woodworking meant that we had to learn as we went, resulting 
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in mutliple small mistakes. The largest source of error for the project was that our final 
speakerbox missed the compliance volume for the subwoofer by 12%. We were forced to decide 
between making the speakerbox too large and having the correct compliance volume, or making 
a more mobile device. We decided to go with the latter option. However, the speakerbox still 
turned out well. In addition, the amplification and filter circuits worked very well and achieved a 
high gain with a 20 V and 2.3-2.8 amp input.  

Today, people in the market for bluetooth speakers are looking for optimal amplification, 
aesthetically pleasing designs, and high mobility. Our speaker achieves the first two but a 
possible improvement would be to make a lighter speaker to increase usability.  
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//library neccesary for code to understand commands and variables 
#include <SparkFunbc127.h> 
 
/* PCBluev3.ino 
 by: Ho Yun "Bobby" Chan @ SparkFun Electronics 
February 1st, 2017 
 Code to connect/disconnect a source device to the 
 BC127 audio bluetooth (sink) @ PCBlue. 
  
 Name is PCBlue: 
 set name= PCBlue 
 Bluetooth is set to sink: 
 set classic_role=0 
 The autoconnect is turned off: 
 set autoconn=0 
 HFP is turned off: 
 set enable_hfp=off 
  
 This code turns the BC127's default volume to the max. 
 THe BC127's volume is different from the source device's volume. 
  
 Modes: 
 1.) Reset Mode will reset the BC127. 
 2.) Discover Mode will disconnect any device currently  
 connected w/ BC127 and make the audio bluetooth discoverable. 
 */ 
 
#include <SparkFunbc127.h> //include library to communicate with BC127 
#include <SoftwareSerial.h> // include software serial library 
 
SoftwareSerial swPort(10, 11); // RX, TX 
BC127 BTModu(&swPort); 
 
// these buttons are optional; they are used  
//if you want the use to know when on and when connected: 
 
//POWER PINS 
const int powerLEDpin = 7; //red LED indicator for latching power button 
 
//RESET PINS 
const int buttonResetPin = 2; //reset button 
const int resetLEDPin = 8;    //green LED 
int buttonResetState = HIGH; //set reset button HIGH, so not pressing 
//keep track if reset button press when held down 
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boolean prev_buttonResetState = false; 
boolean current_buttonResetState = false; 
 
//DISCOVER PINS 
const int buttonDiscoverPin = 3; //discover button; this is the pin that  
//should light up if connected – just an added feature. 
const int DiscoverLEDPin = 9; //blue LED; this turns blue when discovered 
int buttonDiscoverState = HIGH; //set Discover button HIGH, so not pressing. 
//keep track if discovery mode button press when held down 
boolean prev_buttonDiscoverState = false; 
boolean current_buttonDiscoverState = false; 
 
void setup() { 
  Serial.begin(9600);  //init serial monitor 
  Serial.println("Start PCBlue"); 
  swPort.begin(9600); //init software serial port with BC127 
 
  pinMode(powerLEDpin, OUTPUT);//set pin for latching button's LED 
  digitalWrite(powerLEDpin,HIGH);//turn LED ON 
  
  pinMode(buttonResetPin, INPUT_PULLUP); //use internal pullup resistor w/ reset button 
  pinMode(resetLEDPin, OUTPUT);//big dome pushbutton LED 
  digitalWrite(resetLEDPin, HIGH);//turn LED ON 
 
  pinMode(buttonDiscoverPin, INPUT_PULLUP);//use internal pullup resistor w/ discover 
button 
  pinMode(DiscoverLEDPin, OUTPUT);//big dome pushbutton LED 
  digitalWrite(DiscoverLEDPin, HIGH);//turn LED ON 
 
  bluetoothReset(); 
 
  /*Bluetooth volume default will be 11 (i.e. A2DP=11) 
   so turn volume up to max on startup*/ 
  BTModu.stdCmd("VOLUME UP");//turn volume up 
  delay(300);//add delay so BC127 take commands 
  BTModu.stdCmd("VOLUME UP"); 
  delay(300); 
  BTModu.stdCmd("VOLUME UP"); 
  delay(300); 
  BTModu.stdCmd("VOLUME UP"); 
  delay(300); 
 
  //Example Tone to connect using Tone pg 26 
  /*TONE TE 400 V 64 TI 0 N C5 L 8 
   N R0 L 32 
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   N E5 L 8 
   N R0 L 32 
   N G5 L 8 
   N R0 L 32 
   N B5 L 4 
   N R0 L 1 
   N C6 L 2 
   TN C6 L 8*/ 
  BTModu.stdCmd("TONE TE 400 V 64 TI 0 N C5 L 8 N R0 L 32 N E5 L 8 N R0 L 32 N G5 L 
8 N R0 L 32 N B5 L 4 N R0 L 1 N C6 L 2 TN C6 L 8"); 
  delay(5000);//try not to overload buffer, wait until done playing before playing next tone 
  BTModu.stdCmd("TONE TE 400 V 64 TI 0 N C6 L 8 N R0 L 32 N B5 L 8 N R0 L 32 N G5 L 
8 N R0 L 32 N E5 L 4 N R0 L 1 N C5 L 2 TN C5 L 8"); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
  buttonResetState = digitalRead(buttonResetPin);//check state of reset button 
  buttonDiscoverState = digitalRead(buttonDiscoverPin); //check state of discover button 
 
//----------Reset Mode----------// 
  
  //OPTIONAL COMMANDS if reset button pressed, reset BC127 
  if(buttonResetState == LOW){ 
    current_buttonResetState = true; //button has been pressed 
 
    if(prev_buttonResetState != current_buttonResetState){ 
      digitalWrite(resetLEDPin, LOW);//turn LED OFF 
 
      bluetoothReset(); 
 
      BTModu.stdCmd("VOLUME UP");//turn volume up 
      delay(300);//add delay so BC127 take commands 
      BTModu.stdCmd("VOLUME UP"); 
      delay(300); 
      BTModu.stdCmd("VOLUME UP"); 
      delay(300); 
      BTModu.stdCmd("VOLUME UP"); 
      delay(300); 
      BTModu.stdCmd("TONE TE 400 V 64 TI 0 N C5 L 8 N R0 L 32 N E5 L 8 N R0 L 32 N G5 
L 8 N R0 L 32 N B5 L 4 N R0 L 1 N C6 L 2 TN C6 L 8"); 
      Serial.println("Reset BC127"); 
    } 
    prev_buttonResetState = current_buttonResetState;//update Reset button's state 
  } 
  else if(buttonResetState == HIGH){ 
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    current_buttonResetState = false;//button has not been pressed 
    if(prev_buttonResetState != current_buttonResetState){ 
      digitalWrite(resetLEDPin, HIGH);//turn LED back on 
      Serial.println("turn led back on"); 
    } 
    prev_buttonResetState = current_buttonResetState;//update Reset button's state 
  } 
 
  //----------Advertising/Discover Mode---------- 
//  if button is pressed, switch to advertising/discover mode 
  if(buttonDiscoverState == LOW){ 
    current_buttonDiscoverState = true; //button has been pressed 
 
    if(prev_buttonDiscoverState != current_buttonDiscoverState){ 
      digitalWrite(DiscoverLEDPin, LOW);//turn LED OFF 
      BTModu.stdCmd("DISCOVERABLE ON");// //use discover command to turn ON 
      //this will disconnect any that is currently paired 
      BTModu.stdCmd("TONE TE 400 V 64 TI 0 N C6 L 8 N R0 L 32 N B5 L 8 N R0 L 32 N G5 
L 8 N R0 L 32 N E5 L 4 N R0 L 1 N C5 L 2 TN C5 L 8"); 
      Serial.println("Make BC127 Discoverable"); 
      //Note: If discoverable OFF (blue LED1 is blinking), you are not able to pair/connect 
      //but you can still connect if you have previously paired 
      //you might not see it when scanning 
    } 
    prev_buttonDiscoverState = current_buttonDiscoverState;//update Discover button's state 
  } 
  else if(buttonDiscoverState == HIGH){ 
    current_buttonDiscoverState = false;// button has not been pressed 
    if(prev_buttonDiscoverState != current_buttonDiscoverState){ 
      digitalWrite(DiscoverLEDPin, HIGH);//turn LED ON 
    } 
    prev_buttonDiscoverState = current_buttonDiscoverState;//update Discover button's state 
  } 
 
}//end loop 
 
/*check... 
 OPEN_OK A2DP 
 OPEN_OK AVRCP 
  
 connected... 
 STATE CONNECTED 
 LINK 2 CONNECTED A2DP 281878D6E826 SBC 44100 
 LINK 4 CONNECTED AVRCP 281878D6E826 PLAYING 
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 disable OPEN_OK HFP.... 
 set enable_hfp=off 
 write 
 reset 
 */ 
 
void bluetoothReset(){ 
 
  /*restore configuration for PCBlue in case VREGEN pressed... 
  //1.) Name is PCBlue: 
  // set name= PCBlue 
   2.) Bluetooth is set to sink: 
   set classic_role=0 
   3.) The autoconnect is turned off: 
   set autoconn=0 //the direction says he makes autoconn = 1 but don't know if this matters 
   4.) HFP is turned off: 
   set enable_hfp=off 
   */ 
 
  //BTModu.stdCmd("restore"); 
  //delay(300); 
  BTModu.stdCmd("set name = PCBlue");//name 
  delay(300); 
  BTModu.stdCmd("set classic_role=0");//set to sink 
  delay(300); 
  BTModu.stdCmd("set autoconn=0"); //disable autoconnect 
  delay(300); 
  BTModu.stdCmd("set enable_hfp=off");//turn off hfp 
  delay(300); 
  BTModu.stdCmd("write"); 
  delay(300); 
  BTModu.reset();//send command to reset 
  delay(1000); 
} 
 
 


